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Seattle Blacks, Gays
(Continuedfrom page 7)

more conservtive, business-oriented

organization. Citizens to Retain Fair

Employment, came out against this

year’s gay pride march in Seattle as

part of its low-profile strategy. Seattle

Committee Against Thirteen (SCAT)
and Women Against Thirteen both are

working to educate the public about
homophobia and 13 ’s particular threats

to lesbians and gay men as well as its

civil liberties dangers to citizens in

general. And they’re talking about its

connections with the other initiatives.

The precedents set by the past four

anti-gay initiatives, in Dade County,
St. Paul, Wichita, and Eugene, are not

encouraging. On the other hand, Seat-

tle has lived with protective legislation

for gays for a number of years already

with none of the “dire consequences’’
with which anti-gay crusaders try to

frighten voters.

Save Our Moral Ethics claims that

the protective clauses have rarely been
used in Seattle anyway. Yet a SCAT
staffer told how the Office of
Women’s Rights which enforces them
has a large backlog of cases filed by les-

bians and gay men—including his own

against a neighbor who used vicious

anti-gay bumper stickers and hate

messages “broadcast into our house.’’

The gay rights clauses provide some
limited help to individuals facing such

predicaments, just as reformers’

revised shooting regulaton and the

city’s school busing plan attempt to ad-

dress police brutality and racism in

education. Gays, Black and other third

world people, poor people and pro-

gressives in Seattle have their work cut

out for them between now and
November—if the city is to retain these

symbols, or the substance, of its
‘
‘ liveable’ ’ quality of life.

For information on the Seattle cam-
paigns against Initiatives 13, 15 and
350 and against police brutality, con-
tact:

Women Against Thirteen, 346 16th
Ave. E., Seattle, Wash., 98112
(206-622-0915 or 329-0266);

Seattle Committee Against Thirteen

(SCAT). 105 14th Ave., Suite B, Seat-

tle, Wash., 98122 (206-292-9172); and
Justice for John, P.G. Box 22222,

Seattle, Wash. 98122 (206-625-4530).



(See graphics)

2,000 Migrant Workers Walk
Out on Growers and Canners

by Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—Two thousand

migrant tomato pickers militantly

walked out on growers and canners in

northwestern and central Ohio in late

August, disrupting production at the

height of the tomato harvest.

Organized by the Farm Labor

Organizing Committee (FLOC), the

predominantly Chicano labor force is

demanding better working conditions,

wages, and recognition of FLOC as

their union.

Specifically they want:

•a per hamper rate of 35<i^ an hour dur-

ing the peak season (presently they

receive 20-25C per hamper which holds

33 pounds of toniatos);

•$3.25 per hour during the early season

when picking is slower;

•a guaranteed wage for at least 28

hours every two weeks;

•paid transportation expenses from

their homes (usually Florida or Texas)

to Ohio;

•a medical program including health

insurance;

•a custodian to maintain each camp.

FLOC has tried negotiating with the

farmers in the past (in 1968 after a

series of strikes, 33 contracts were

negotiated). This time, FLOC is press-

ing for negotiations with the two

largest canneries in the area—Camp-
bell and Libby which raked in $309

million in profits last year. In previous

contracts the more financially power-

ful Campbell and Libby signed con-

tracts with the growers only. FLOC is

demanding a three-way contract. So

far discussions with Libby and Camp-
bell have been fruitless and thus the

flow of tomatoes has slowed down
considerably.

Feeling the pinch with the tomato

season almost over and only 15 percent

of the crop picked, growers and can-

ners are taking more forceful actions to

try to break the strike. One strike-

breaking tactic was described to LNS
by Paul Germanotta, a FLOC
organizer:

“We [FLOC] would have caravans

go out to the fields to get workers to

strike. After a couple of days, the

farmers started having their own
caravans and they would follow us

around. And when we got to a field

they would try to interfere with what

we were saying. They would drive their

trucks between us and the workers and

try to drown out the sound of our

loudspeakers. However, the workers

would just walk past the farmers and

join our caravan.”

Other tactics, however, were much
more violent. It was reported in the

Guardian that on August 26, a FLOC
picketline outside a Libby tomato juice

and ketchup plant was attacked by

over 60 police and deputy sheriffs after

the strikers turned away tomato-laden

trucks attempting to enter the plant.

Over 40 picketers were arrested.

In addition, FLOC members have

been sprayed with pesticides; a

Catholic nun volunteering for FLOC
was assaulted by a farmer; the union’s

flags have been burned on the picket

line; and strikers have been evicted

from the camp and now live in a

FLOC-run tent city.

These tactics haven’t put a damper

on the strike as each day more

picketers are joining picket lines. End-

ing on September 8, some 200 FLOC
members marched 100 miles to the

State house in Columbus to publicize

their strike and to rally support. Upon
arrival, FLOC called for a nation-wide

boycott of Campbell and Libby pro-

ducts and told of the need for pro-

gressive legislation regarding farm

labor. And they asked tomato pickers

to boycott Ohio altogether next sum-

mer unless a satisfactory contract is

negotiated.

* * *

(Thanks to WYSO News, Yellow

Springs, Ohio for much of this infor-

mation.

For more information or to send

contributions, write Farm Labor
Organizing Committee (FLOC), 714 V2
South St, Clair, Toledo, Ohio 43609;

or call 419-243-3456,)

Justice Department and CIA
Consider Espionage Charges

Against Former Agent

NEW YORK (LNS)—Over the past

two years, former CIA agent Philip

Agee has been banished by several

Western European countries for “ex-

posing CIA personnel and
operations.” Now his latest book, co-

authored by Louis Wolf, Dirty Work:

The CIA in Western Europe, scheduled

to be published this month by Lyle

Stuart Inc., has prompted the Justice

Department to investigate whether it is

possible to bring espionage charges

against Agee. The Department is also

considering civil court action in an ef-

fort to stop publication of the book.

Dirty Work is a how-to-do-it book

for “breaking the ‘cover’ of thousands

of CIA agents around the world.” In

addition, the new book reveals the

identities of hundreds of undercover

CIA agents.

A recently formed magazine. Covert

Action Information Bulletin, begun by

Agee and other anti-CIA researchers is

also a major concern of the CIA and

the Justice Department. In its first

issue, Agee urges readers to print the

name of anyone who works abroad for

the CIA. Going a step further Agee

urges readers, once the names have

been made public, “organize public

demonstrations against those

named—^both at the American embassy

and at their homes—and, where possi-

ble, bring pressure on the foreign

government to throw them out.

Peaceful protest will do the job. And
when it doesn’t, those whom the CIA
has most oppressed will find otherways

of fighting back.”

Meanwhile, Senator Lloyd Bentson

is urging quick passage of legislation

which would make unauthorized

disclosure of the identities of CIA
agents a crime. “I believe that anyone

who so recklessly threatens the safety

of our agents, as Mr. Agee docs,

should face the prospect of jail,”

declared Bentsen.

Pinochet Continues Crackdown
Despite Liberalization Claims

NEW YORK (LNS)—The Chilean

junta has been trying to promote an

image of a “liberalized” Chile in the

last six months, but recent events show

that Pinochet is still tightly repressing

the people’s protests.

It was just March when he announc-

ed the end of the 4/2 year “state of

siege” and the beginning of a less mar-

tial “state of emergency.” But in less

than six months he has declared

another state of siege, this time in the

northern province of Loa. There,

11,000 copper miners have been

boycotting the company-run cafeterias

to highlight their demand to the Chi-

quicamata copper company for higher

wages. So far, thirteen people have

been arrested.

And a rally by law students in San-

tiago was broken up by the police on

Labor Day. The students had gathered

to protest their school rector’s refusal

to allow a formal assembly, where they

had wanted to show support for recent

attempts to overthrow Somoza’s
military rule in Nicaragua. The rector

was afraid the assembly would turn in-

to a discussion of Pinochet’s own
brand of military dictatorship. First a

handful of pro-government students

tried to end the rally by yelling “long

live Pinochet” and by throwing confet-

ti, but when that didn’t work, the

police moved in to disperse the law

students.

(See graphics)

Air Force Downplays
Lethal Gas Leak

NEW YORK (LNS)—Predictably
the Air Force has minimized the threat

and downplayed the likelihood of a

recurrence. But residents of Rock,

Kansas, a small town near an Air Force

missile site are keeping their eyes on the

clouds. During the first week of

August, one sergeant was killed and

four others injured before a mustard

yellow cloud of gas that billowed from

the site could be contained.

The cloud was nitrogen tetroxide,

the oxidizer that propels the largest

component of the U.S. ICBM arsenal,

the Titan II missile. In missile sites

such as the one near Rock, the

chemical is a liquid but on contact with

air it forms a caustic gas that is not

easy to contain.

To stabilize the propellant, the Air

Force pumped 86,000 gallons of water

into the silo and then dumped in

thousands of gallons of ammonium
hydroxide as a neutralizer.

All of this, for what military

spokesmen first insisted was a common
fertilizer, ammonium nitrate?
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Students Beware...Survey
Aimed at Identifying

Divestment Movement

NEW YORK (Southern Africa/
LNS)—A research project currently

being conducted on U.S. campuses by
a South African professor casts doubt
on academics’ pet myth about the ob-
jective and ‘neutral’ nature of
academic research.

Professor Meyer Feldberg, Director
of the Graduate School of Business at

the University of Cape Town in South
Africa, is coming to the U.S. to con-
duct a research study on “American
Student Attitudes Towards U.S.
Business Involvement in South
Africa.’’

Student groups on several campuses
have already received the question-

naire, and it seems probable that ad-

ministrators and others on campus will

also be approached to provide infor-

mation.

What information and for what pur-
pose?

The questionnaire has seven ques-
tions—but Feldberg comes right to the
point with Question 1: “Describe the

main on-campus student organization
that has shown an interest in

U.S.-South Africa relations or in

South Africa’s domestic policy.’’

Number 1 also asks for the name of
that organization, the number of
members, when founded, and its “con-
tacts or relations with other bodies
both student and non-student.’’

Question 2 asks about the respond-
ing organization’s policy “regarding
the ownership by the university of
stock in U.S. corporations with ac-

tivities in South Africa.’’ It also wants
to know how the policy was established

and why, and how it is promoted.
Questions 3 and 4 deal generally with
attitudes towards the admission of
South African students to U.S. univer-

sities and towards U.S. academics who
accept visiting professorships or lecture

tours in South Africa.

Question 5 comes back to the nitty-

gritty of the whole thing. “Please
describe the nature of student opposi-
tion, if any, to your university holding
stock in U.S. companies, with activities

in South Africa.’’

It asks for details on petitions,

demonstrations and the “number of
students actively campaigning for
divestment of company stock held by
your university.’’

Question 6 asks about university ad-
ministration responsiveness to recom-
mendations regarding stock, and 7 asks
for comment on the corporate argu-
ment that withdrawal would not be in

the interests of South Africa’s Black
population.

That’s it. The answers go to
Feldberg at Northwestern University in

Illinois, where he is a visiting professor
in the Graduate School of Manage-
ment and purports to be collecting and
analyzing the information with ad-
mirable disinterest.

U.S. corporations, campus ad-
ministrations and maybe even South
Africa’s secret police, BOSS are no

doubt eagerly waiting for the answers:
What is the size of the campus move-
ment? Who are its leaders? What are
its links? Where is it likely to surface
next?

(See graphics.)

Anita Banned in Boston:

Scant Interest, Large Demo
Cancel Bryant Appearance

By Sandy Shea
Liberation News Service

BOSTON (LNS)—Anita Bryant did
sing “God Bless America” in Boston
September 1, but only to about 50
specially invited guests at the Copley
Plaza Hotel, not to the few thousand
expected for a political rally at Hines
Auditorium. The occasion was a fund-
raiser for the U.S. Senate campaign of
Democrat Howard Phillips, who may
be best remembered as the man
Richard Nixon brought in to dismantle
the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Howard Phillips is just about as con-

servative as they come, but he is also

running at the back of a considerable
pack of contenders for the seat of Ed-
ward Brooke, the nation’s only Black
senator whose chances for another
term have been crippled by a noisy
divorce trial. Hoping to improve his

standing, Phillips asked Bryant to ap-
pear at his “Pro-Life and Pro-Family
Concert: A Patriotic Family Evening.”
She agreed, and Ticketron was all

ready to sell the $10 tickets—until les-

bians and gay men found out about the
event. Together with many women’s
groups in the Boston area, they formed
the September One Coalition and im-
mediately began to plan for a protest
rally outside the concert.

But the day before the scheduled
event, Phillips organizers announced
that the concert was off—cancelled,

they said, because of threats of
violence to Bryant. The Boston Police

Department wouldn’t substantiate
these charges, however, and Coalition
organizers maintain that the much-
touted “Family Evening” had at-

tracted very little support from
Massachusetts’ six million residents.

Ticketron reportedly sold only 78
tickets. With an additional 300 to 400
Phillips faithfuls, the group would
have rattled around with great em-
barassment in the large auditorium.

Phillips and Bryant may have called

off their event, but members of the
September 1 Coalition weren’t about
to call off theirs. Some 1,000 people
gathered at 6 p.m. in Copley Square
Plaza, just below the Hotel where
Bryant’s cocktail reception was in pro-
gress. The mood was a festive one—

a

celebration—with many bright-colored
banners and signs. “But We Are Your
Children,” proclaimed one sign, refer-

ring to Bryant’s anti-homosexual
“Save Our Children” crusade.
Many speakers during the rally enl-

phasized the need for unity in opposing
Bryant, Phillips and all other
manifestations of the “New Right.”
Said one woman from the Abortion
Action Coalition, stressing the connec-

tions between the issues at hand:
“How many women, who desperately
need daycare to be able to support their

families—how do they feel about the
‘sanctity of the family?’ And a bat-
tered woman—how does she feel about
the ‘sanctity of the family?’ And a
woman, trying to keep her family
together, whose welfare checks have
been cut off—how does she feel about
the ‘sanctity of the family?”’

Lesbian-feminist comic Robin Tyler
brought the crowd to its feet with a
long series of jokes—and then a very
dramatic and moving speech. Address-
ing many of her comments to the upper
stories of the hotel where, everyone
hoped, Bryant might be peering out at

them, Tyler shouted, “We know a pup-
pet when we see one, Anita—and we
also know that Jesus Saves at First Na-
tional Bank.

“Don’t tell me about violence,

Anita,” she continued. “We’ve sur-

vived penal institutions, mental hospi-
tals, behavior modification units. We’ve
lost our jobs, been alienated from our
families and had our children taken
away from us. And we’ve survived
closets. Straight people try to tell us
that closets stand for privacy, but we
know they stand for prison. You can’t
fight from closets, you can only suf-

focate, and we’re never going back.
See the button I’m wearing. It says, ‘We
Are Everywhere! And we are
everywhere, Anita!”

Tyler then led the crowd in a
thunderous series of “We Are
Everywhere” which should have raised

the hair on Bryant’s head.

Gay Prisoners Win A Round
In F^ht Against Segregation

NEW YORK (LNS)—Four gay
prisoners recently won the first round
of their class action suit challenging the
constitutionality of gay prisoners’
segregation in Washington, D.C. jails.

The United States District Court of
Appeals reversed a 1974 decision
throwing out the case on the grounds
that the “second-class” facilities con-
troversy involved less than $10,000 and
thus was not properly a federal case.

The appeals court decision,
however, found that “it is far from a
legal certainty that the plaintiff’s rights

are worth less than $10,000.”
In the initial suit, the prisoners

charged that “several consequences
follow the decision to place an alleged

homosexual in administrative segrega-
tion: Placement in an overcrowded and
vermin-infested cell... ineligibility for
work detail [preventing the segregated
prisoners from accumulating ‘good
time’ or earning wages while in-

carcerated]; denial of access to the
library; restricted visiting rights; in-

ferior medical treatment; and denial of
a variety of other privileges available to
the general inmate population.”
The case will now be heard by

another District Court judge.

Thanks to Gay Community News for
this information.
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Nuke Industry Steps Up Offensive

Against Anti-Nuke Movement

By Eleanor Smith

NEW YORK (PNS/LNS)—More
than 20 years of shrinking expectations

and growing public disenchantment

with nuclear power have forced the

nuclear industry to divide its public

relations efforts between “accen-

tuating the positive” and “eliminating

the negative.”

Today the industry is engaged in

both a stepped-up advertising cam-

paign behind “Citizen Atom” and, ac-

cording to television and movie writers

and producers, an ambitious, expen-

sive and controversial effort to block

or influence films and TV shows depic-

ting the potential perils of nuclear

power.

Targets of the so-called “media

watch and suppression effort’ have

ranged from the ridiculous to the

sublime, from Spiderman to Karen

Silkwood. Those involved in the pro-

ductions contend that in many in-

stances the nuclear industry has scored

successes in keeping controversial

material off the airwaves and movie

screens.

“There is an ongoing effort to sup-

press all anti-nuclear media coverage,”

said Don Widener, an Emmy Award-

winning filmaker who has produced

two films on nuclear power. “Anyone
trying to produce nuclear films hears

from the industry.”

While it is hardly surprising that the

industry should be interested in such

projects, and in fact denies exercising

any influence, Widener believes their

meddling has been unfair and damag-

ing. He claims that while working on

the 1971 film, “The Powers That Be,”

he received a threatening phone call in

the middle of the night from the public

relations director at the Atomic Energy

Commission.
According to Widener, the caller

asked if he were going to use anything

on plutonium in the film, and warned

that he would “go to higher sources”

to stop him.

During negotiations for his 1977

film, “Plutonium: Element of Risk,”

Widener said, “PBS (Public Broad-

casting System) got a letter from

Atomic Industrial Forum President

Carl Walske, screaming about the fact

that I was doing another film.” The

letter, addressed to Henry Loomis,

president of the Corp. for Public

Broadcasting, complained that

Widener was the “producer of a

slanderously anti-nuclear program,

‘The Powers That Be’.”

PBS proceeded to complete the

$124,000 film, but then decided to

withold it from national scheduling

because it was “one-sided” and “over

simplified.” Consequently, only a

dozen of the 268 PBS affiliates bought

and used the film, which features actor

Jack Lemmon demonstrating how to

build a plutonium bomb in your kit-

chen.
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Andrew Yocum, PBS director of

scheduling, denies Widener’s charge

that the network yielded to industry

pressure. “That was never even men-

tioned, nor was it thought,” he said.

Nuke Industry on P.R. Offensive

The nuclear industry’s switch to the

offensive in public relations may be

traced to a 1975 memo prepared by

Cambridge Reports Inc., a consulting

firm that works for the electric utility

industry. “Public support for the elec-

tric utility industry is clearly on the

decline,” the memo said. It then

outlined a campaign to “stop the ero-

sion we’ve seen in the last year in sup-

port for nuclear power.”

The campaign targeted women, the

young, the less educated, lower income

people and Blacks—what the firm call-

ed “low socio-economic status

people. . .the weakest link in the anti-

nuclear coalition,” as those who could

be “made to understand.”

As public concern about nuclear

power continued to build and as orders

for new reactors continued to decline,

the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF),

the industry’s main lobbying arm, in-

itiated the Inforwire, a telecommunica-

tions system to spread information to

members nationwide. It also conducted

a seminar in Las Vegas on “Nuclear

Information Strategies: New Setting,

New Approaches.”

Some of those new approaches were

revealed at the industry’s 1977 con-

ference in San Francisco. At a seminar

on how to “Make TV Work for You,”
Leonard Roller, public relations con-

sultant, exhorted the crowd of

technocrats to “accentuate the

positive” in TV interviews, and to “do
some investigative reporting of your

own—find out what the reporter’s at-

titude is.”

“Video is visceral,” he said and sug-

gested that they hone their comments
into such catchy slogans as “nuclear

power is better than sex.”

The industry last year spent more
than $60 million on advertising and

public relations, according to the En-

vironmental Action Foundation’s

Utility Scoreboard. One utility,

Georgia Power Co., spent more than

$4 million. It has acknowledged that it

operates an intelligence program in

Atlanta with an annual budget of

$750,000 and nine investigators to keep

tabs on anti-nuclear protestors and

projects.

Armed with the Inforwire and the

growing public relations budget, the in-

dustry has managed to generate almost

instantaneous and monumental dissent

to what it considers negative media

coverage of nuclear power.

In January 1977, NBC Special

Reports aired “Danger: Radioactive

Wastes,” an investigative report on the

problem of nuclear waste disposal. Im-

mediately afterward the Inforwire car-

ried an urgent advisory to members to

protest the show to NBC officials,

government officials and the sponsors,

Textron Inc. and Northwestern Mutual

Life Insurance Co.
While NBC stood behind the pro-

LIBERA TIONNews Service

gram and issued a point-by-point

refutation of the Atomic Industrial

Forum charges, the sponsors yielded.

Northwestern Mutual said it will never

again sponsor a TV documentary on
nuclear power, and Textron said it is

unlikely it will, either.

CBS and ABC have also dealt with

industry efforts to suppress or alter

programming. CBS resisted AIF
pressure to postpone an episode of

“Hawaii Five-O” on a plutonium ter-

rorist plot. And ABC rejected an AIF
bid to prevent airing of an episode of

“Most Wanted,” which depicted a

group of plutonium hijackers threaten-

ing a large U.S. city. However, several

local stations decided independently

not to broadcast the “Most Wanted”
episode.

Last spring, CBS officials met with

AIF representative who wanted to “off-

set the impact” of a two-part episode

of the children’s show “Spiderman,”
which dealt with nuclear terrorism.

CBS aired the show on April 5 and 12.

“The pro-nuclear lobby is highly

organized,” said John Angier, pro-

ducer of the PBS science series

“Nova.” “They conduct large mailing

campaigns,” he said and referred to

angry mailed protests following two
“Nova” programs on nuclear issues,

“The Plutonium Connections” and
“Incident at Brown’s Ferry.”

Angier said he wasn’t surprised by
the protest, only that he received

“identical letters of protest from PR
men” representing different nuclear

companies.

The industry also has attempted to

block production of Hollywood films,

according to some producers.

Anti-Nuke Filmmakers Harassed

Film rights to Tom Scortia and Frank
Robinson’s book, “The Prometheus
Crisis,’’ concerning a reactor
meltdown were sold to Paramount Pic-

tures in 1975. A few months later Para-

mount dropped the option, blaming

“problems with the script” and
“changes in management.”
However, producer Peter Bart,

whom Paramount assigned to oversee

the film, claimed that an AIF represen-

tative visited the studio to discuss the

production shortly afterward.

“It was all very slick,” Bart told

Richard Pollack of Critical Mass Jour-

nal, an anti-nuclear publication.

“Nobody from AIF ever said, ‘We’re

going to blow up your office,’ ” but,

Bart said, they got their message

across.

Paramount, Pollock noted, is a

subsidiary of Gulf and Western, which

also owns the Energy Production

Group (EPG), a division that manufac-

tures products for nuclear power
plants. A third of Gulf and Western’s

gross earnings for 1975 were related to

the EPG.
The rights for “The Prometheus

Crisis” have since been sold to in-

dependent filmmaker George Brauns-

tein of Crystal Juke-Box Film Corp.

Braunstein said he has had problems

[continued on page 8]
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(Editor's Note: The follomng report

filed by Greg Guma is based on an in-

terview with Kristina Berster in Burl-

ington, Vermont)
(See photo,)

Prisoners Rights Activist

from Germany
to be Tried in U.S.

By Greg Guma
Liberation News Service

BURLINGTON, Vt. (LNS)—While
intelligence agencies on two continents

stalk for incriminating evidence,

Kristina Berster, a 28-year-old West
German woman, has been held in the

Albany, New York jail since July 21

with bail set at $500,000. Arrested on

July 16 by U.S. Border Patrol agents

when she crossed the border from

Canada at Alburg, Vt., Berster was

charged with passport violations and

conspiracy to enter the U.S. illegally.

Berster is sought by West German
authorities on the basis of a March
1973 warrant charging her with

criminal conspiracy, using explosives

and counterfeit documents and with

belonging to a criminal organization.

German authorities and the FBI allege

that Berster was a member of the

Baader-Meinhoff group.

It is believed that the German
government may ask for her extradi-

tion to face charges of “criminal

association” to the Baader-Meinhoff

group.

Shortly after her arrest, Berster was
visited by two German intelligence of-

ficers, who said her German charges

could be reduced or even dropped if

she gave them information—especially

names. When she declined, one agent

said, “Then you’ll be coming with us.”

“This case goes far beyond Kristina

Berster,” said William Kunstler, one of

Berster’ s attorneys. “I am very con-

cerned with West Germany’s treatment

of so-called terrorists and the so-called

left wing lawyers who defend them.”

About 30 radical German lawyers have

been indicted for defending “terrorist”

clients; one has already been convicted.

Prison Reform Activist

Kunstler is convinced that Berster is

yet another victim of the repression

which has swept Germany since the

early 1970’s. When she arrived in

Heidelburg in late 1970 the young in

Germany were restless and angry. Over

170,000 were involved in the leftist stu-

dent movement. In one incident in

Heidelburg, some tried to set afire a

target of protest: a new building being

constructed as a criminal psychiatric

unit geared towards “mind control”

and total isolation.

Violence escalated around Berster in

1971, from the brutal tactics of the

police to the actions of the Red Army.
Several police officers were shot and
the state widened its dragnet to root

out the “conspiracy.” Receiving help

from an informer named Hans Bac-

chus, the police were given a list of

people involved in or sympathizing

with radical activity. When police ask-

ed for more names, Bacchus added
Berster to the list.

After several demonstrations at

prisons, a teach-in was staged to ex-

pose the de-humanizing conditions in

Germany’s prisons. One week later

local and federal police encircled

Heidelberg. Whole blocks were search-

ed, and Berster was one of the ap-

prehended suspects, charged with hav-

ing “built up a criminal association.”

She spent the next six months in

detention, watching the erosion of even

her right to legal help. With a warrant

from the Heidelburg niagistrate, the of-

fice of one of her lawyers was raided.

Police alleged he had a photographic

file of the local police department’s

employees. However, no evidence was

ever produced. The attorney was bar-

red from further work on the case, and
later the exclusion order was extended

to two more defense attorneys.

According to Berster, this was the

first time that defense lawyers were

harassed during trials. The pressure

later deepened with new legislation that

permitted the exclusion of lawyers and
trial proceedings without defendants

present. After six months in prison,

Berster went back to school, but con-

tinued to work in the prison reform

movement.
The movement brought attention to

The case of Andres Baader, Gudrin

Ensslin and Ulrike Meinhof of the Red
Army Faction (RAF), who were ar-

rested in 1972, and then placed in

solitary confinement, known as “wipe-

out detention.” It was a world of total

sterility and deprivation.

Berster called this form of confine-

ment “the most effective way to

destroy personality irreversibly.

Humans are social. When you cut that

off, when people are not able to talk or

relate to others, an internal destruction

begins. You become catatonic and
somatic problems begin.”

“Criminal Association” Charges

With other activists, Berster worked
on a committee to obtain reforms, such

as allowing prisoners to see and hear

one another. But their efforts faced new
obstacles: not only had public senti-

ment turned against the Red Army, but

the right, urged on largely by right-

wing controlled newspapers, forced

new repressive legislation, such as the

“Radical Decree” which legalized

blacklisting if the job candidate had
been politically active on the left.

Late in February, 1973, Berster and
her co-defendants were convinced that

a fair trial on their “criminal associa-

tion” charges was impossible. They
sent an open letter to the court, saying

that they would not show up. Instead,

they staged a counter-trial at which
they presented themselves for judge-

ment before the people. Gathered from
all over Europe, a huge audience at-

tended the event.

Since no one had arrested her after

the mock trial, Berster thought she

would not have to become a political

fugitive. But once she saw her name

and photo on wanted posters she knew
she couldn’t stay in Germany. After

she left the country, Hans Bacchus, the

key witness at the trial, recanted twice.

Berster has spent the last five years

in a Third World country. Looking
back, she wonders how much time she

would have served if she had been con-

victed. Perhaps leaving was a mistake.

But judging from recent German trials,

Berster saw no other alternative.

After her arrest at the Vermont
border, Berster asked for political

asylum. Meanwhile, her lawyers are

trying to unravel the details of her ar-

rest, especially the role of German,
Canadian and U.S. intelligence agents.

A defense committee was formed
which conducted a regional survey to

establish that Berster cannot be judged

dispassionately by local jurors after

weeks of publicity identifying her with

“terrorism.”

Berster will go on trial October 3 in

Burlington, Vermont.

Nixon Plans World Tour
But Hosts Have Cold Feet

NEW YORK (LNS)—Fresh from
hosting a fundraiser which raked in

more than $100,000 for southern

California Republicans, former presi-

dent Richard Nixon is now taking his

comeback show on the road.

Nixon has announced plans to head
off on a world tour starting in late

September. But the response from the

first few stops on his itinerary has been

less than enthusiastic.

So far, Nixon’s inquiries about

meeting with government officials have

been studiously ignored by four U.S.

allies in Asia—Indonesia, the Philip-

pines, Thailand and Singapore. Ap-
parently even Nixon’s former cronies

like Ferdinand Marcos of the Philip-

pines and General Suharto in In-

donesia worry that rolling out the red

carpet for Nixon wouldn’t do much for

their efforts to portray themselves as

born-again converts to “human
rights.”

The government of a fifth planned

Pacific stopover—Australia— didn’t

stop with publicly turning down Nix-

on’s request for a meeting with conser-

vative Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser.

Government officials also announced
that they were trying to discourage

Nixon from coming as a private visitor.

But an Australian newspaper, the

Melbourne Herald, expressed little

hope that Nixon would cancel his visit.

The former president, the paper said,

“is like a comedy cartoon character

not discouraged by... conventional
rebuff.”

Leftists and labor union militants

weren’t laughing at this “cartoon

character” however. They were laying

plans to greet him with protests like the

massive demonstrations they staged

against transshipments of U.S. arms to

Indochina during Nixon’s pres-

idency.
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Two Workers in

Dominican Republic Describe

Harsh Treatment at

Falconbridge Nickel

NEW YORK (LNS)—Earlier this

year, almost half the workforce at

Falconbridge NickeEs mining complex
in the Dominican Republic was laid

off. Falconbridge, a U.S. -owned,

Canadian-based company, has been

operating in the Dominican Republic

since 1969, when it hired 2,000 workers

to construct its nickel mining facility.

It has been the largest foreign investor

in the Dominican Republic—whose
government has courtedforeign invest-

ment by creating 'free zones'* or areas

where tax exemptions are plentiful.

The layoffs at Falconbridge have
drastically affected the workers. What
follows is an interview with two
workers conducted in Bonao,
Dominican Republic, shortly after

their lay-off The interview was con-

ducted in Spanish by Marcy Fink of
EPICA (Ecumenical Program Inter-

American Communication andAction)
and staff from CEPAE (Centro de
Planificacion y Accion Ecumenica)
and translated for LNS by Maria
Loose.

The two workers are identified

throughout the interview by their

ages—57 and 26.

How did you first come into contact

with Falconbridge?

57:They came to my mother’s house

in La Vega to buy part of my land for

the plant. They promised that they

would give me a steady job with the

company if I would sell the land.

So we went to the lawyers and signed

the paper selling them the land. After

six months they laid me off without

giving a reason. I’ve got a son starting

at the university right now; it was not

me they gave a lay-off to, but all my
family, because I have to support

them. I went to the Company for my
land back; they said, “it was never

yours, it was free land, now it’s ours.”

Now I can’t do anything against the

company and they only gave me $1 ,300

for six months. I was exploited. I lost

everything and now I have nothing.

They didn’t give me a penny [for the

land]. . .the only thing that I want is

my job back. I didn’t do anything. At
the time I worked there, I was never

absent from work.

Businessmen came from outside and
they signed a paper with the lawyer.

They can’t do this to me.

26: They did the same to me. They
promised me they would give me a job

if 1 would sell my land.

57: We know about seven people

that are now kicked out of the com-
pany; the same thing happened to

them. The whole Iberio Section [of

Bonao, where 1800 people live] is now
Falconbridge property. Only two of
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the people who sold their land are still

working at the company.

What were working conditions like at

Falconbridge?

26: Compared with the rest of the

Dominican Republic the health care

was average. The worker who was sick

had good medical care, but he didn’t

receive any money until he started to

work again.

Then there were cases of people who
lost an arm or a leg in a factory acci-

dent and because they couldn’t work
anymore they were laid off. The com-
pany didn’t assume any responsibility

for workers’ accidents. They gave

$3,000 and no more.

Was anybody killed on the job?

26: Yes. When the company started

to build the plant, some men fell. We
saw it ourselves. They gave the families

two or three pennies to pay for the

funeral.

At what age can you get a pension?

26: 70 years. [The life expectancy in

the Dominican Republic is 54 years for

men, 57 for women.] But only one per-

son ever got a pension. And he died

shortly after he retired.

Also we’re not sure whether the pen-

sion age is 70 or 80 because we don’t

have the right to have a meeting and
talk about things.

Did you get vacations?

26: Fifteen days per year. After

seven years you get 18 days paid and so

on until you get 26 days paid vacations,

but you can only take 15 days off.

If your mother dies, they give you
one or two days off for the

funeral. . .and it’s your mother!

What was the situation with the trade

union movement inside the company?

26: We workers tried to organize a

union, but we were totally repressed by

the company—by the four people who
control the company in this area. Most
of the time the company used police to

repress our union. Last year we tried

two times to build a union, but it was
impossible to unionize. The company
had its own union and it [the company]
could do anything it wanted with this

union.

What support did the company union

have?

26: None from the workers. The
[company union’s] policy is dictated by
the company. It is supported only by
the workers who are bought by the

company, but they are few. The com-
pany used the police for repression and
they also have their own police, they

call them “guardians,” but they are

the same as police.

57: One day the buses came to the

doors [of the plant]. We are supposed

to finish at 4:15 p.m., but that day they

made us stop at 4. The buses took the

people to the yellow union and its
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“leaders” spoke only what they had
written [on pieces of paper].

How did the lay-offs take place?

26: The company said they had a

crisis and they couldn’t sell, that they’d

lay off 500 people; but they laid off

more than 750.

They kept the [nickel] stock in the

factory to show the workers that they

couldn’t sell. But after three days, they

took it to the docks and from there to

Canada. We verified that. . .they

started to sell. But the only explanation

[that the company gave] was that they

couldn’t sell.

They have only one law—take more
from the workers. [According to] the

last company report from Canada, the

only place where they made money was
this country. Here they don’t pay any
insurance when they lay you off. They
condemn you to misery. Here they can

do it better than in other places.

57: We were laid off brutally. Like

you have an animal working for you, it

has an accident and you throw it away
to let it die because you don’t need it

any more. That was the way they kick-

ed us out. The Dominicans that the

company uses as foremen must feel

ashamed to lay off all those workers in-

discriminately. Fathers supporting

their families with children trying to

study so they won’t have to be on the

streets.

How much did they give you when they

laid you off?

26: I worked there three years and
they gave me $350.

Could you find another job?

57: No, they always say that they’re

full up.

26: Here in the Dominican Republic

it is very difficult to find a job. You
need to have a recommendation. Your
experience has no value. Maybe I’ll die

without a job. Maybe I’ll find work
tomorrow. But only if I know someone
who can recommend me.

Here companies like Gulf only take

workers in the beginning, then they

bring the machines and the skilled

workers from abroad and they fire the

[Dominican] workers. We don’t have
any rights. And they have a blacklist.

If they know you don’t think the way
they do, they lay you off and you can’t

find a job anywhere.

Do you think the government supports

the company?

26: Yes, I believe that. Because if

the government defended the workers,

this wouldn’t happen. And we don’t

get any benefits from the government.

When a worker is suspended from

work, he loses all his rights; medical,

transportation etc. The worker who
loses his job is sentenced to total pover-

ty. They only thing they have to do is

go home and stay in their houses,

because they have nothing to do and no
place to work.
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Somoza Up Against the Wall

Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—For a usually

shrewd dictator, Nicaragua’s
Anastasio Somoza Debayle now finds

himself in an unusual position

—

backed into a corner. For the past 44
years, the Somoza family has
monopolized political and economic
power in this small Central American
nation of three million, using brutal

repression to pulverize popular
resistance while skillfully pitting poten-

tial rivals from within the tiny ruling

elite against each other: National

Guard general against general, the

local bourgeoisie against foreign cor-

porations.

But in the days following the attack

on the National Palace late in August
by guerrillas of the Sandinist National

Liberation Front (FSLN), this final

strategy appeared to have played itself

out. With Somoza’s grip on the coun-
try clearly weakening, nervous
businesses tried to face up to a future

in which the growing popular
resistance rather than the faltering dic-

tator might be the arbiter of their fate.

So even multinational stalwarts like

Pepsi and Coca-Cola allowed their

local divisions to participate in the na-

tional strike endorsed by the

Nicaraguan Chambers of Commerce
and the Nicaraguan Development In-

stitute.

Apparently the spectacle of com-
pany bosses deciding that revolution

goes better with Coke was more than
some of the National Guard officers

themselves could take. Loud rumors of

dissension in the upper ranks were
reported even before the Guard suf-

fered the humiliation of being driven

off the streets of the town of
Matagalpa for five days by a patch-

work army of students and peasants.

Los Muchachos Claim
Liberated Territory

The uprising in Matagalpa erupted

almost spontaneously after National
Guard troops opened fire on a student

demonstration, killing one protester.

That proved to be a serious mistake. A
new demonstration was called im-
mediately to protest the killing.

According to Liberation, a French lef-

tist daily, when a civilian paramilitary
group that works with the Guard started

shooting demonstrators, the crowd
chased them down, disarmed them and
started throwing up barricades across
the streets.

For the next five days, armed
youths, referred to affectionately as

“los muchachos” by local residents,

patrolled the streets of a town they had
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designated “liberated territory.” The
flag of the FSLN fluttered from lamp
posts, while National Guard troops
were bottled up in their barracks, sur-

rounded by sandbag barricades. And
the groups defending the barricades

were reinforced by a platoon of 25
FSLN guerrillas who came down out of
the surrounding hills.

Almost a week later, heavily rein-

forced Guard troops moved to retake

the town. Armed with M-1 rifles and
Israeli-made submachine guns, they

battered down the makeshift bar-

ricades. An armored car, equipped
with a 40 mm cannon, opened fire

repeatedly during a night-time attack,

and earth-moving machinery owned by
Somoza’s son leveled homes and
businesses.

When it was all over, an estimated 50
people lay dead, another 200 wounded.
And thousands of Matagalpa residents

had been forced to flee the ravaged ci-

ty. But “los muchachos” had not been
crushed. Liberation reported that

residents said they had retreated in

good order into the mountains. And
they spoke almost with awe of “los

muchachos” and the FSLN rebels.

“What Impressed us most,” ex-

plained one woman interviewed by
Agence France Press, “was the youth
of those who were fighting against a

well-organized army. Some of the

fighters couldn’t have been more than

13 years old. And there were also

young girls, some so young they still

hadn’t developed breasts. They were
wearing blue jeans....”

“As a mother,” another enraged
woman told reporters, “1 hold Somoza
responsible for the lives of those

children [who were killed].”

What the Matagalpa rebellion

showed, as Nicaragua observer Kay
Stubbs of the Washington Office on
Latin America old LNS, was that the

uprising was totally self-motivated.

“The people in Matagalpa,” she said,

“received no training from the San-
dinistas, though they wholeheartedly
support the guerrillas. The rebellion

showed a gut hatred for the Somoza
regime.”

In the case of Matagalpa, the Na-
tional Guard, a powerfully-equipped,

U.S. -trained Goliath, suppressed the

rebellion. But an arsenal of more than
300 bombs for use against strike

violators discovered in the capital city

of Managua makes it clear Somoza’s
forces will have to stay on perpetual

alert against enclaves of armed
resistance which have sprung up
throughout the country.

Bourgeois Opposition
Meanwhile, according to press

reports, 90 percent of all Managua
businesses and 75 percent of the fac-

tories have kept their doors closed. In

an attempt to break the strike, the

Somoza government reportedly of-

fered $1000 to any business which

would remain open. But many crafty

storeowners have stayed open only
long enough to collect that money,
Stubbs pointed out. And some
employers have been paying their

workers a half salary during the strike.

Less cooperative employers who in-

itially tried to ignore the strike have
grudgingly decided to Join in. ..after

being informed their stores would be
burned to the ground if they continued

to conduct business.

Further indication of Somoza’s
eroding strength came with reports

from banks which have remained
open: they were flooded by people try-

ing to take their money out of the

country. Foreign exchange windows
were jammed, and Central Bank Presi-

dent Roberto Incer reported that be-

tween $20 and $30 million was
withdrawn from Nicaraguan banks
during the first two weeks of the strike.

Pressed more and more against the

wall, Somoza authorized sweeping ar-

rests. Sixty high-ranking political

leaders, including one lower-level

leader of the Conservative Party and
Noel Rivas, vice-president of the

Chamber of Commerce, were among
more than 600 people jailed in a three-

day period. “If this continues,” said

William Baez, executive director of the

Nicaraguan Development Institute,

“any one of us can be taken to

prison.”

But Somoza is playing a dangerous
game in cracking down on the

frustrated sectors of the Nicaraguan
bourgeoisie, who have been cut out of
the country’s economic activity by
foreign investment and Somoza’s own
rapacious hold on the country’s

natural resources. Driving even his

moderate opposition into the arms of
the popular resistance and the FSLN
may strengthen his hand for appealing
to the U.S. The choice is “me or
chaos,” Somoza said recently. But it

also accelerates the process which is

transforming political opposition into

a national insurrection.

So far, the Carter administration has
been biding its time, conscientiously

refraining from comment on a situa-

tion where a decision in Washington to

pull the rug out from under Somoza
could well prove decisive. Most likely,

the Washington strategists are putting
in overtime, pondering whether to take
their chances now by trying to steer a
successful insurrection into safe waters
for U.S. investment, or to stick

with Somoza until a stronger moderate
opposition can be molded. But in the

meantime, most recent reports say that

even the Somoza-owned bus line in

Managua has stopped running— it had
been the target of numerous firebomb
attacks.

Says Father Ronald Saucci, a priest

who maintains contact with members
of an opposition group known as ‘‘The
Twelve”: “Somoza is definitely run-
ning scared.”
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Seattle Blacks, Gays

Mount Public Campaigns

as Fall Initiatives

Cloud City’s Future

By Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—“There are

hundreds of tourists here right now,” a

bookstore worker in downtown Seat-

tle, Washington related, “and I feel

like running up and shaking them and

saying ‘look what’s going on here.’”

For the end of summer has brought

not only visitors to what scenery,

reputation and recent national polls

proclaim to be one of the country’s

“most liveable’’ cities, but

developments as gloomy as fall

rainclouds creeping in across Puget

Sound. The silver lining, such as it is, is

the good climate for joint efforts

against the anti-gay, racist and law-

and-order forces whose connections

are real but often elusive.

With the advance of fall, organizers

are gearing up for the November 6 elec-

tion in which Seattle voters will make
some important decisions for the

future of a city with a long history of

political liberalism and reform: In-

itiative 13 that would delete “sexual

orientation’’ from the list of

discriminatory practices forbidden by

Seattle Open Housing and Employ-

ment Ordinances of 1971 and 1974; In-

itiative 15 that would wipe out a

shooting policy the Seattle City Coun-

cil passed last summer to limit police

officers’ use of deadly weapons; and

Initiative 350 that would stop a man-

datory school busing plan scheduled to

begin this fall.

Seattle police initiated two out of

three of these campaigns. The anti-gay

campaign is headed by officer David

Estes, a Mormon who says he’s

devoted to “absolute moral values,”

and Dennis Falk, a high-ranking

14-year John Birch Society member,

director of a tax cutting organization,

and owner of some highly lucrative

land holdings in Washington state. The

Seattle Police Guild (the local police

officers’ union) initiated the shooting

law measure to prevent the new,

stricter rules from taking effect this

November.
An interesting sidelight to these

developments is the fact that both

Estes and Falk have taken considerable

interest in upgrading police powers in

the past. Estes gained political ex-

perience during his 1974 campaign

within the force to increase police

firepower above the standard issue-.38

caliber revolvers. Two years later the

then-Seattle Police Chief accused Estes

of carrying “hot load” or supercharg-

ed bullets, suspended him for 30 days
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and ordered him to undergo
pjiychological examination.

Anti-Gay Cop Fells Black Youth

All this was given an ironic and

tragic twist in the early evening hours

of August 19, when Dennis Falk shot

and killed a young Black named John

Rodney in a well-to-do lakeside

neighborhood. As it turns out, the

slain man was mentally retarded and,

according to the testimony of one

woman at inquiry hearings September

7, had come to her door offering to

mow her lawn.

Persons who had dealt with Rodney

at a state institution for the retarded

remembered him as someone who
would run when confronted. Rodney

did just that when he was surrounded

by policemen looking for a prowler.

When officers ordered him to stop and

he didn’t, Falk shot the unarmed

youth, fatally, in the back. Police

handcuffed Rodney at that point and

then called an aid car.

Only weeks before Rodney’s
murder, in a profile of “The Cops

Who Lead the Fight Against the

Gays,” the Seattle Post-Intelligencer

described Falk’s long and dubious

career on the police force—beginning

with his tour of duty in the University

District during the late 60’ s and early

70’s:
“

‘I had these leather gloves with

lead linings,’ Dennis Falk [recalled],

turning over his hand—the one on

which he wears the ring with seven

diamonds—-to show where the lead was

sewn into the leather on the back of the

hand.”
Falk’s lead hand and hard-line ap-

proach to gaining “respect on the

Ave” earned him a reputation so

notorious that “Off Falk” began to

appear on the walls of U. District

buildings, while police intelligence of-

ficers claim to have heard rumors

about plans to assassinate him.

Seattle’s Black community at this

point is calling for something more

concrete if less drastic: that Falk be

removed immediately from the force

and face murder charges for the

shooting, and that larger chambers be

provided for the supposedly public in-

quiry into Rodney’s death.

According to John Gossett of the

Justice for John Committee initiated in

the Central Area, Seattle’s largest

Black neighborhood, about 200

Blacks, Chicanos and progressive

whites held a rally around those

demands in the Central area in the days

preceding September 7. Protesters

rallied again that day, downtown, as

John Birchers supporting Falk and

others supporting “justice for John”

packed the initial public inquiry into

Rodney’s death.

Gossett reports that 30 to 40 core

members of Justice for John are

mobilizing support against 15—the

policemen’ s shooting initiative—and

urging members of the Black com-
munity to vote down the anti-gay

measure. Some gays, for their part,

have joined the shooting protests—

a

development reportedly resented by

some of the groups that have coalesced
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around the shooting, and greeted with

the blessings of others.

Aiiti-Gay Initiative’s New,
Sophisticated Face

Meanwhile, in the wake of a

shooting that threatens to clarify con-

nections between right-wing, law and

order, anti-Black and anti-gay in-

terests, gay organizers report “incredi-

ble changes” in the tactics of Save Our
Moral Ethics (S.O.M.E.), the organi-

zation spearheading Initiative 13.

Previously police officers Estes and

Falk made most of the public ap-

pearances on behalf of S.O.M.E. Now
the group is downplaying the

policemen’s role, saying it “doesn’t

want to talk about personalities,” and

raising arguments reminiscent of

Eugene anti-gay campaigners’
measured, rational-sounding ap-

proach.

Where Estes and Falk raised the

spectres of child molestation and sex

acts in public, the issue as it’s now be-

ing redefined by S.O.M.E. is “not

about sexual orientation at all” but,

ironically, about uncalled-for state in-

tervention in the bedroom. Where
Estes and Falk were emotional,

blatantly homophobic and often il-

logical in public speaking
engagements, anti-gay organizers have

brought in a Black lawyer named
Robert Perryman as an “out of state

legal advisor” with a cool, unemo-

tional approach.

As a member of Women Against

Thirteen described it, the new speaker

argues that “homosexuals have their

backs against the wall—they’re being

hotheaded, emotional...He says ‘don’t

tell me about discrimination. I’m

Black. This isn’t about discrimination,

but about the state trying to regulate

what I do to my wife’—that’s the way
he put it.

“It’s all very clever: the totally emo-

tional stuff that’s already been said is

still in the air and will appeal to certain

people. Meanwhile the civil liberties

number will appeal to another group of

people.”

People are trying to investigate

where S.O.M.E. ’s newly-hired cam-

paign manager comes from, she says,

in light of its known support from the

national Anita Bryant organization the

John Birch Society.

Gay Community’s
Prospects Mixed

Polls up to this point have shown
Seattle voters slightly favoring the

rights of lesbians and gay men over In-

itiative 13 arguments, and a spectrum

of Seattle organizations—from the

City Council to the Jaycees, Young
Republicans and Church Council of

Greater Seattle—have come out

against 13.

Whether gays can bring such a ma-

jority out November 6 may depend in

part on the development of new
strategies now required of the com-

munity—which has already been wag-

ing its campaign along the lines pro-

posed by two different groupings. The
(Continued on inside front cover)
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“New Army” Uses Brutality to

Whip Recruits into Soldiers

NEW YORK (LNS)—Brutality was
never incompatible with the “old ar-

my,” and it doesn’t rend the fabric of
the

‘

‘new’ ’ one either. Twenty-two
boot campers at Fort Dix, New Jersey

are charging that five drill sergeants

had repeatedly threatened and
physically abused them.

It all started when drill sergeants

decided to whip the recruits into shape

after they discovered that someone had
been smoking in the barracks latrine.

The sergeants warned the platoon of 60
trainees that they would spend the en-

tire night performing jumping jacks

and push-ups if the culprit didn’t own
up to the misdeed. Private John D.

Gotelli, a non-smoker, ’fessed up, but

the sergeants weren’t satisfied with

that. They called the GI’s in one by one
and tried to “persuade” them to finger

the culprit.

“I could hear them raising their

voices and making threats,” Gotelli

told a reporter from the Philadelphia

Inquirer. ‘“Tell us who was smoking
or we’ll deal with you,’ they were say-

ing...! could hear bodies being
knocked against the door and the filing

cabinet...Some of the men were in such
pain afterward they could hardly stand

up straight.”

Over a period of two weeks this sum-
mer the 22 recruits were repeatedly

harassed. Specifically, one was forced

to smoke cigarettes with his head bent

over a steel pot and a poncho draped
over his head; another nearly suf-

focated by inhaling ammonia fumes;

one recruit was badly beaten with a
wooden desk name plate and suffered a

head gash requiring several stitches;

and beatings on the buttocks and
testicles were commonly reported.

According to army regulations, of-

ficers are forbidden to display cruelty

to subordinates. But the five sergeants,

who now face separate trials by court

martial and maximum sentences of six

months hard labor and reduction in

pay and rank for six months, have
already gained the sympathy of other

Fort Dix officers. “Keep in mind,”
clucked one, “that this happened dunng
the second week of training when drill

sergeants are under a lot of pressure to

turn civilians into soldiers.”

For his own part, Gotelli is much less

forgiving after his seven-week stint at

Fort Dix. “I thought the Army had
changed,” he said. “The regulations

say they can’t degrade a man and say
abusive things to him; they can’t lay a
hand on you unless it’s hand-to-hand
combat. But after what happened, I

don’t know.”
And the Fort Dix incident is not

isolated. It came within months of the

collapse and death of two young army
trainees subjected to over-exertion in

plus-90 degree heat at a U.S. training

base this summer.
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New Hampshire Goveraor
Spins Pro-Nudear Logic

NEW YORK (LNS)—When the
Clamshell Alliance told a Congres-
sional hearing that they would block
shipments of major nuclear reactor
components and continue civil disobe-
dience once construction resumed at

the Seabrook, New Hampshire plant.

Governor Meldrim Thompson brought
out his most well-reasoned arguments
against them.

Vowing to “vigorously and
strongly” meet any “disturbance of
our laws,” this latter day Agnew called

alliance members a “filthy, foul and
un-American minority,” and a “gurgl-
ing, spurting bunch of non-productive
individuals who should leave the coun-
try.”

(Thanks to Weekly People for this

short.)

See graphic.

Prison Cells, Athlete’s Lodgings
A Two-in-One Prospect

at 1980 Winter Olympics Village

NEW YORK (LNS)—With the 1980

Winter Olympic games only 18 months
away, the small Adirondack town of
Lack Placid, New York is gearing up
for a lively winter of skiing, bob-
sledding, ice skating and other winter
sports activities. Come next winter, some
1,800 athletes from around the world
and thousands of spectators and media
personnel will crowd into this

economically depressed town, which
until the Olympic project had one of
the highest rates of unemployment in

the region. So for winter sport buffs

and local business interests, everything

looks fine and dandy.
For prison reform activists seeking a

moratorium on prison construction,

however, the situation is quite dif-

ferent. For the $22 million housing
complex—at taxpayers’ expense^—will

be turned into a federal prison after the

Olympics. “It is not far-fetched to

maintain,” vintes Reachout, a newslet-

ter of the Criminal Justice Team of the

United Church of Christ, “that the

facility is being built as a prison and
that its secondary use will be—for a
very short period of time—housing for

competitors of the Olympics.”
Authorities like to argue that more

prisons are an answer to prison
crowding. But prison reform activists

have found that government pro-

secutors and courts adjust their pro-

secution and conviction rates to the
prison capacity, and that the number
of people behind bars expands to fill

the space available, especially in

periods of high unemployment. In the
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case of the new Lake Placid installa-

tion, the vast majority of prisoners
who will be transferred there will

asssuredly be Black, poor and from the
inner cities.

Anti-Nuclear
(Continuedfrom page 3)

getting financing. “Everyone is pretty

scared to get involved. It’s too con-

troversial for a main studio. . . . It’s

like an ant taking on an elephant.”

Similar problems have troubled film-

makers Buzz Hirsch and Larry Cano of
Carand Productions. Since 1974 they

have been trying to make a documen-
tary film on the death of Karen
Silkwood, an employee of the Kerr-

McGee plutonium plant near
Oklahoma City.

Silkwood died in a mysterious auto
accident on the way to a meeting with a
New York Times reporter to whom she

had promised to divulge evidence on
the plant’s safety violations. Her fami-

ly is suing Kerr-McGee and the police

for conspiracy to violate her civil rights

and cover up the facts of her death.

Hirsch and Cano have spent $90,000
on the project, but have met obstacles

all along the way. According to af-

fidavits by witnesses, Kerr-McGee in-

vestigators have contacted their

friends, sources and even the Califor-

nia finance company that held the loan

on Cano’s car.

A production assistant, who asked
not to be identified to avoid further

harassment, said her home was broken
into and files and papers relating to the

film were rifled. When police arrived

to investigate, she said, the first thing

they asked was, “How deep are you in

the Silkwood case?
’ ’

In early 1977 Kerr-McGee sub-
poenaed all the filmmakers’ research
material, claiming the papers were rele-

vant to the Silkwood family lawsuit.

The Ulmmakers lost the first legal bat-

tle to withhold the evidence, but won
an appeal in federal court a year ago.

Hirsch and Cano now are seeking
funds from independent sources.

Cano said that the apparently
unhindered airing of a recent episode

of the “Lou Grant ” TV show, which
appeared to draw heavily from the

Silkwood case, might be “a
breakthough. It opens the door and
gives an air of respectability to the

subject,” he said.

Another door-opener could be
“Power,” a film starring Jane Fonda
and Jack Lemmon in a tale about an
accident at a nuclear power plant that

also resembles the Silkwood case. Pro-
ducer Michael Douglas said he was not
intimidated by the nuclear industry.

His film is scheduled for release next

spring. '

(Eleanor Smith is associate editor of
the environmental Journal "Not Man
Apart, ” where a longer version of this

article first appeared.)
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UPPER RIGHT: Military graphic

CREDir : Auth/NCR/CALC/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 1
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MIDDLE RIGHT: Farmworkers
graphic

CREDIT ; Nues/Guardi an/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 1

UPPER MIDDLE: Homosexuals were
forced to wear pink triangles in
the concentration camps of Nazi
Germany. The Seattle Cpmmittee
Against Thirteen CSCATJ, has
chosen this symbol as part of its
logo to remind people of the
history of repression and per-
secution of gay people.

CREDIT: SCAT/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE?
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MIDDLE: Prison graphic

CREDIT ; Broken Barriers/LNS

SEE STORY NEXT WEEK
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UPPER LEFT: Massachusetts
Senatorial contender Howard
Phillips ran this cancellation
notice in the Boston Glohe.

CREDIT: LNS ^

SEE STORY PAGE 2
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LOWER RIGHT: Two working class residents
of Managua sit at a sidewalk bar and
luncheonette. Buildings made of old
lumber and corrugated tin are a common
sight throughout the city, which was
lavaged by an earthquake in 1976. U.S.
aid was ailoted to the Somcza Regime to
reconstruct Managua and other areas

,

but the regime pocketed most of the r

money , 65% of all Nicaraguans live
in urban areas such as this one.

CREDIT: Rafael Molinero/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 6
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LOWER LEFT: Kristina Berster, a 28-
year-old West German woman, was
arrested on July 16 by U.S. Border
Patrol agents when she crossed the
border from Canada to Vermont. She
is being charged with passport
violations and conspiracy to enter
the U.S. illegally. German author-
ities and the FBI allege that
Berster was a member of the Baader-
Meinhoff group. It is feared that
West Germany will ask for her
extradition to face charges of
"criminal association" to the
Baader-Meinhoff group. Before flee-
ing Germany in 1973, Berster was a
prison reform activist.

CREDIT: Ron MacNeil/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 4
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